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Pitney Bowes provides technology solutions for small, mid-size and large firms that help 
them connect with customers to build loyalty and grow revenue. The company’s solutions are 
delivered on open platforms to best organize, analyze and apply both public and proprietary 
data to two-way customer communications. Pitney Bowes is the only firm that includes direct 
mail, transactional mail, call centers and in-store technologies in its solution mix along with 
digital channels such as the Web, email, live chat and mobile applications.
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worldwide. www.pb.com.

PlanetPress Mail
Increase mailroom productivity
and maximase postal savings

Planetpress mail is designed to help 
customers eliminate the manual and 
repetitive tasks surrounding the mail 
preparation process allowing you to save 
time and maximise postal discounts.

Planetpress mail allows mailroom 
operators to create and manage custom 
mail preparation workflows

Sorting 
Pre-sort your address file according to the delivery destination 
postcode to benefit from postal discounts. 

Document matching & grouping 
Combine multiple documents from various sources into a 
single envelope to reduce the number of envelopes and 
associated costs such as postage fees. 

Envelope management  
Create custom enveloping processes to generate batches for 
mailings that fall within different postage and weight classes. 

Batch splitting  
Separate print jobs into more manageable sub-groups based 
on triggers such as page count or media type. 

Inserter management 
Manage envelope and inserts by adding barcodes and OMR to 
produce jobs faster and ensure mail integrity, maximising the 
value of your inserters. 

Address validation & correction 
Connect to third-party address cleansing engines to validate 
addresses prior to pre-sorting.

Solving common issues

• Manual Processes
• Repetitive tasks
• High postage costs


